
Description of Multi-Particle Entanglementthrough Polynomial InvariantsMarkus GrasslInstitut f�ur Algorithmen und Kognitive Systeme, Professor Dr. Th. BethArbeitsgruppe Quantum ComputingUniversit�at Karlsruhe, Am Fasanengarten 5, 76 128 Karlsruhe, Germany.Abstract of a talk to be presented at the workshopComplexity, Computation and the Physics of InformationIsaac Newton Institute for Mathematical SciencesUniversity of Cambridge5{23 July 1999Entanglement is one of the major resources for both quantum communication and quantumcomputation. As for any resource, it is natural to ask how entanglement can be describedand quanti�ed. Several di�erent measures of entanglement have been proposed. Any suchquanti�cation of entanglement implies a total ordering on the set of states, but the entangle-ment of multi-particle states could be incomparable. Thus we do not aim at a quanti�cation,but at a description of entanglement which at least allows to decide whether two states areequally entangled. More precisely, we consider two states to be locally equivalent if they arerelated by local unitary transforms (LUT). In order to describe the orbits of states underLUT, we use means of invariant theory.In the talk, we will present methods to compute polynomial local invariants for pure andfor mixed quantum states with respect to LUT [1]. The structure of the ring of all polynomialinvariants is partially reected by the Molien series, a formal power series encoding thevector space dimension of homogeneous invariants of �xed degree. One obstacle that hadto be circumvented was the fact that invariants involving complex conjugation|such asthe norm of a vector|are in general not polynomial invariants. Therefore, additional|\complex conjugated"|variables have to be introduced. This yields a Molien-type series intwo variables. We will discuss how to compute the Molien and Molien-type series for tensorproducts of both unitary groups and the special unitary groups. Examples for up to fourqubits are given. For pure states of three qubits the structure of the invariant rings for boththe unitary and special unitary groups are analyzed. For mixed states, the simplest case oftwo qubits is considered. Finally, recent intermediate results for pure states of four qubitsand of three qutrits will be presented, followed by a discussion of limitations of the methodand open problems.
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